Abstract-Apache
INTRODUCTION
Computers become indispensable in everyday life globally. People use all kinds of computers from smartphones to supercomputers in their work and home environment to access information and communicate through Internet. Home appliances and motor vehicles can be controlled remotely. Robots become commonly used to do repetitive and dangerous work in manufacturing. Huge amount of data are collected and also analyzed using computers to optimize the processing and help to make business decisions. The database management system such as Oracle and MS Access are used to store and process structured data. However, for unstructured data such as email, a NoSQL [1] technology is used in the Big Data technology [2] . Google first applies parallel computations on distributed environment using Map Reduce model [3] . Afterwards Apache creates an open source Hadoop [4] used in Cloud Computing [5] such as Amazon Web Services, Google Cloud Platform, Microsoft Azure and Rackspace. Hadoop, written in JAVA language, uses Hadoop Distributed File System(HDFS) to store and retrieve data across nodes within a cluster and guarantees fault tolerant. Although Hadoop becomes the de-facto Bid Data technology, it is stable, however, generally runs very slow.
Apache Spark [6] , designed to improve the Hadoop's processing speed, written in the functional and object oriented mixed language Scala, has been tested faster in big data analytics [7] . It uses read-only data objects called resilient distributed datasets (RDD) [8] and in memory concurrency within a cluster to run efficiently [9] . It is good for processing dynamic streaming data.
Spark has the following useful packages for applications [10] :  Spark SQL: regular database SQL language for handling structured data  Spark R: data statistical analysis tool similar to R language  Streaming: perform streaming analytic for unstructured data  MLIB: library for machine learning framework  Graph X: programming tool for implementing graph algorithm using parallelism In order to process a text file with hadoop, you first need to prepare the file to a directory on hadoop, then copy it to the Hadoop File System (HDFS) so that the hadoop namenode and datanodes can share it. The next step is to create Hadoop HDFS for the downloaded data as below: Go back to home path by $ cd. Then create the corresponding HDFS folder called hdfs_datadir from datadir folder using $hdfs dfs -mkdir -p hdfs_datadir (Note: if you already did this once, you will need to delete your directory hdfs_datadir or use a different hdfs directory name in order to do this next step or you will not get the right results.). $ hdfs dfs -copyFromLocal /home/hduser/mapredexample/datadir hdfs_datadir. To shows list of hdfs files using $ hdfs dfs -ls. Now 4300.txt can be seen in HDFS folder: hdfs_datadir using $ hdfs dfs -ls hdfs_datadir The third step is to download a map-reduce java program that is included in Hadoop-0.20.2-examples.jar as below:
Finally, compile and run wordcount.java and automatically creates a HDFS output folder that contains the output file called part-r-00000 as below: (Note: Do NOT create an HDFS output file beforehand using $hdfs dfs -mkdir -p hdfs_output) $ hadoop jar /home/hduser/hadoop-0.20.2-examples.jar wordcount hdfs_datadir hdfs_output; hdfs dfs -ls; hdfs dfs -ls hdfs_output; hdfs dfs -cat hdfs_output/part-r-00000 > wordcount_out.txt or $hdfs dfs -copyToLocal hdfs_output/partr-00000 wordcount_out.txt. And remove the HDFS output directory hdfs_output for next time use by $ hdfs dfs -rm -r hdfs_output (Note: Every time you want to create an output you will need to remove this file or you will get an "Output File Exists Exception" notification.) And remove the HDFS output directory hdfs_outputdir using $ hdfs dfs -rm -r hdfs_outputdir. Eventually, shutdown Hadoop by $ stop-dfs.sh; stop-yarn.sh. In the next section, HADOOP will be installed first on both master and slave nodes.
B. Test Map-Reduce Application on Master by Creating

III. TEST SPARK
The Spark installation can be tested either interactively or in batch. Test Spark interactively are exemplified first:
A. Test Spark Interactively
The examples used in the section can be found in [10] .
1) Before it starts, one must have an HDFS hdfs_datadir, which contains a file 4300.txt, ready (See Section IIA). Then follow the steps below: (Note: > is the prompt of an interactive mode)
$ su hduser; spark-shell > exit // quit spark $ hdfs dfs -cat wordcounts-output/part-00000 > wordcounts_out.txt; sort wordcounts_out.txt|more.
B. Test Spark in Batch
There are five steps described below using four examples to test different tools in Spark:
1) Create a scala program SimpleApp.scala with input data path to test Spark Application
$ mkdir testspark; cd testspark libraryDependencies += "org.apache.spark" %% "sparkcore" % "1.2.0" libraryDependencies += "org.apache.spark" %% "sparkgraphx" % "1.2.0" $ mkdir src; mkdir src/main; mkdir src/main/scala; mv GraphWorld.scala src/main/scala Check current directory structure $ find . It shows:., ./simple.sbt, ./src, ./src/main, ./src/main/scala, ./src/mai n/scala/SimpleApp.scala
3)
Compile and Execute the test scala program on Spark (Note: input and output data files must be in HDFS data file format) using $ sbt package Use spark-submit and execute on master only using 4 threads For Example 1:
$ spark-submit --class "SimpleApp" --master local [4] target/scala-2.11/simple-project_2.11-1.0.jar > SimpleApp_out.txt; cat SimpleApp_out.txt Although Spark is powerful in Cloud Computing, it is challenging to install it on Linux. In order for Spark to run correctly, Hadoop must be tested thoroughly. The log for Hadoop on both master and slave nodes needs to be constantly examined.
